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New York nursing home forced to evacuate amid heavy snow

An epic snowstorm in the Buffalo, New York, area two weeks ago challenged the local
 healthcare community and underscored the importance of preparedness planning.

The town of Cheektowaga received five and a half feet of snow, the weight of which
 caused the collapse of a warehouse on November 19. Administrators of the Garden
 Gate Health Care Facility, a skilled nursing and rehabilitation center located next
 door, immediately smelled a gas leak and residents whose rooms were in the wing
 of the nursing home nearest the warehouse were temporarily moved to another unit.
 After observing sagging in the ceiling of their building the next morning,
 administrators activated their evacuation plan. All 177 residents were moved to a
 staging area and then transferred to other nursing homes or a hospital by late that
 night. (Sources: New York Times, Buffalo News)

Other healthcare facilities in the Buffalo area reported being short-staffed when
 employees could not get to work through the snow. In at least one case firefighters
 carried a patient to a hospital that was inaccessible by vehicle. (Sources: CNN, ABC
 5 Cleveland)

While the volume of snowfall in Buffalo would be highly unusual in most parts of the
 country, the experiences of its healthcare community could apply in other types of
 disasters that affect more than a single facility and could cripple transportation,
 including earthquakes, floods and tornadoes. By working together, healthcare
 organizations and their emergency response partners can minimize the impacts of
 these disasters on the ability to care for patients. (Source: The Joint Commission)
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Engage your healthcare coalition in developing or reviewing mutual
 aid plans that address how healthcare organizations in your
 community can provide evacuation, transportation and resource
 assistance to one another during an emergency. (Source:
 Massachusetts Long Term Care Mutual Aid Plan)

Make sure your hazard vulnerability analyses take into account the
 potential impact to your facility if surrounding infrastructure,
 including buildings, roads and bridges, sustained major damage.
 (Source: Buffalo News)

Create plans for emergency situations when some staff may be
 unable to report to work and others may be stranded at your
 facility. Plans should address policies on sheltering staff families
 and the use of volunteers. Consider cross-training when possible
 for certain essential functions and hold disaster drills that exercise
 staff shortage scenarios. (Source: Vermont Department of
 Disabilities, Aging and Independent Living)
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Register now for the 2014 National Healthcare Coalition Preparedness
 Conference, December 10-12 in Denver, Colorado!

If you are not yet subscribed to this daily brief, click here to sign up.
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